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In the face of current environmental, economic and social 
challenge, what kind of conversations, responses and 
interventions can designers offer? What skills do designers 
need to develop in order to best respond to these challenges, 
and what new approaches, behaviours, pedagogies and places 
are emerging to address these?  
 
These were some of the questions addressed by speakers 
and participants during Designing Alternatives: A Symposium 
of Contemporary Radical Design Practice held at Edinburgh 
College of Art’s Design School on the 13th June 2012. 
The symposium brought together a number of practitioners 
engaged in ‘alternative’ design practices. Together with 
an audience made up of students, architects, designers 
and educators, we explored some of the key themes 
and questions emerging in practices at the more speculative 
end of contemporary design.

Freddie Yauner and Paul Rogers of Design Disruption Group, 
a collective based at Northumbria University, opened the day.   
After showing some examples of recent work they invited 
the audience to engage in a disruptive activity of their own.  
Inspired by Deyan Sudjic’s idea of the ‘successful city’ as one 
in which all its citizens are able to take an active role, the group 
handed out signs that parodied cigarette packet labels, blank 
except for the words ‘warning’ and ‘kills’. Armed with marker 
pens, we went out and about around the city, sticking 
up signs that cautioned against the dangers that abound in 
contemporary society.

Next in line were Bianca Elzenbaumer and Fabio Franz, two 
Italian designers who have been working together as Brave New 
Alps since 2005.  Informed by the challenges they face 
as young Italian designers, Elzenbaumer and Franz are currently 
engaged in two projects that are both informed by their desire 
to live in a ‘more just’ society; Designing Economic Cultures 
and Construction Site for Non-Affirmative Practices.  
Citing the influence of sources such as Donna Haraway’s 
idea of ‘situated knowledges’ and Irit Rogoff’s ‘embodied 
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Dr Sonia Matos is a Context Lecturer in 
the Design School at Edinburgh College of 
Art, and a researcher and lecturer whose 
work primarily explores the interface 
between vernacular forms of knowledge, 
sustainability and design. Her work takes 
the form of ethnographic explorations, 
culturally situated and site-specific projects, 
community participatory interventions and 
writing. Matos’ work has been presented 
at the Chisenhale Gallery in London as part 
of the event series ‘21st Century’ and more 
recently at the Verbindingen/ Jonctions 
13, a multidisciplinary festival organized 
by ‘Constance’ a non-profit association and 
interdisciplinary arts-lab based and active 
in Brussels. She is now lecturing at the 
School of Design, Edinburgh College of Art, 
University of Edinburgh and visiting MIT- 
Massachusetts of Technology (Program for 
Art, Culture and Technology) as a Research 
Affiliate/ Visiting Scholar during the months 
of April/May 2012.

Dr Catharine Rossi specializes in 20th and 
21st century design history, with a particular 
focus on the relationship between design 
and craft, as in her PhD on craft’s role in 
post-war Italian design.  Previously published 
research has utilized feminist, Marxist and 
production-based approaches to reinterpret 
established design histories. 

From 2011 to 2012 she was a Context Lecturer 
in the Design School at Edinburgh College 
of Art, and is currently a Senior Lecturer 
in Design History at Kingston University.  
She has worked on exhibitions at the V&A 
(Cold War Modern: Design 1945 – 1970 and 
Postmodernism: Style and Subversion 1970 
- 1990).  Publications included The Italian 
Avantgarde: 1968 – 1976, co-edited with Alex 
Coles (Sternberg Press, 2013), contributions 
to the exhibition catalogue Postmodernism: 
Style and Subversion 1970 – 1990 (V&A, 2011) 
Made in Italy: New Perspectives on Italian 
Design (Berg, 2013), and articles in Crafts and 
Domus, The Journal of Design History and the 
Journal of Modern Craft.
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criticality’, they emphasised the importance of the 
designer’s immersion in the context of their work. 
They also took aim at design education, criticising 
its production of highly individualised, competitive 
practitioners, and instead affirmed the importance 
of collective and politically active practice that 
could contribute towards the creation of an 
alternative economic culture.

Paul Chaney and Kenna Hernly continued 
the theme of situatedness with FIELDCLUB, a four-
acre project of self-sufficiency in the seemingly 
bucolic Cornwall countryside. Their living, 
breathing experiment questions the tenets 
of the green agenda and its romanticised vision 
of man’s relationship with nature. This latter led 
to one of the few actual objects shown during the 
day – a pair of scissors adapted to first kill off their 
slug problem, then count up how many they had 
dispatched and finally to create a mechanism 
that distanced the scissor holder from the 
murderous act. Drawing on Elie Ayache’s idea 
of ‘contingency’ and Quentin Meillassoux’s 
‘speculative realism’, the duo challenged the 
audience to rethink the modernist hypothesis that 
still underpins much design. In a world of design 
briefs and problem solving, which implies 
the provision of a solution to a stable and well-
defined problem – this presentation opened 
up a new and interesting terrain for a ‘Speculative 
Design’ practice.

The final speaker was Noel Douglas, Course Leader 
of Design for Communication at the University 
of Bedfordshire and a founding member of Occupy 
Design. His talk focused on the anti-capitalist 
politics that underlay several of the speakers’ 
approaches, and the potential of using the 
language of capitalism – such as advertising and 
the spectacle – in order to undermine it.  
Using these tactics design can make protest 
arresting and understandable – and therefore 
something that people can get involved in.
The plenary session provided an opportunity 
to bring the designers and audience in a discussion 
together. Questions addressed areas including 
the importance of historical knowledge for 
contemporary designers and whether or not these 
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practitioners were indeed radical. No clear answers 
were provided. Instead, following Brave New Alps, 
it attempted to ‘introduce’ what Rogoff described 
as ‘questions and uncertainties in those places 
where formerly there was some seeming consensus 
about what one did and how one went about it” 
(Rogoff, 2003).  We can say therefore that the 
symposium ended on the same lively, interrogative 
note on which it started – and in which we hope it 
will continue. 

In order to ensure that the ideas and approaches 
discussed in the symposium have a life beyond 
that of the day itself, we asked the designers 
involved to write up their presentations of the day 
for inclusion in this publication. All those involved 
generously agreed to do so, and what follows are 
a series of reflections that variously contextualise, 
address and advances those approaches outlined 
on the day. Together, they constitute not just the 
record of an otherwise ephemeral but also act 
as an invaluable blueprint for the development 
of the Designing Alternatives ethos.

We have attempted to incorporate the Designing 
Alternatives ideas into every aspect of this 
publication. It is available to download for free, 
and has been licensed using the creative commons 
license. The publication has been designed 
by Stefano Capodieci, a designer recommended 
to us by Brave New Alps for his intelligent and 
articulate approach, and we would like 
to thank him, as with all those involved, for his 
contribution.

Finally, we would like to thank the University 
of Edinburgh’s Research Knowledge and Exchange 
Committee Fund for making the symposium 
and publication possible.
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DISRUPTION FOR GOOD (AD BONUM PERTURBARE)

The dictionary definition of the term ‘disruption’, from 
the Latin disrupt literally meaning ‘broken apart’, means 
to interrupt (e.g. an event, activity, or process) by causing 
a disturbance or a problem and/or to drastically alter or destroy 
the structure of something (Merriam-Webster, 2012). 
Although the term disruption tends to be synonymous with 
protest, dissent, activism and violence and often typically 
has negative connotations, we view our design disruptions as 
positive acts that can help enact change for the better. 

Our approach to disruption through designed interventions 
is based firmly on the influential American thinker Herbert 
Simon’s notion of design as a process by which decisions are 
taken to move the world from its current situation to a preferred 
one (Simon, 1988).  Importantly for our practice, the latter must 
be perceived to be an improvement on the existing by the people 
who encounter it on an everyday basis such as city dwellers, 
consumers, and end-users.  In addition to Simon, we are also 
hugely influenced by the work of Italy’s Radical and Postmodern 
designers of the 1960s to 1980s.  Alongside Radical Design groups 
such as Archizoom Associati and Superstudio, both established 
in Florence in 1966, Gruppo Strum set up in Turin the same year 
and Global Tools, founded in Milan in 1973, the Postmodern 
groups Studio Alchimi, and Memphis, both founded in Milan 
in 1976 and 1981 respectively, lie at the heart of what we wish 
to do with design at a local, regional, and ultimately national level. 

The fundamental difference between our work and these 
earlier Italian designers is that groups such as Superstudio 
and Archizoom operated on a massive scale whereas we wish 
to focus on the minutiae - the objects that people use in their 
daily lives.  Another important difference between our work 
and that of both the Radical and Postmodern groups is that they 
all carefully crafted their unique aesthetic language, whilst we 
tend to borrow from the existing formal language of everyday 
objects and utilise an aesthetic language that is current with the 

WARNING DISRUPTIVE 
DESIGN CAN XXXXXX

Design Disruption Group is a small group of 
design educators, researcher, practitioners 
and students based at Northumbria 
University Design School whose collective 
objective is to bring about positive change 
via disruptive design acts. 

Professor Paul Rogers is a Professor in 
Design Issues at Northumbria University 
Design School. Prior to joining Northumbria 
School of Design in November 2009, Rogers 
was Reader in Design at Edinburgh Napier 
University between 1999 and 2009 and 
a post-doctoral Research Fellow at the 
University of Cambridge’s Engineering 
Design Centre between 1996 and 1999. 
He also worked at the University of 
Wolverhampton as a senior lecturer in 
Product Design between 1995 and 1996.  
He has published widely, including over 
100 papers in book chapters, journals and 
conferences.  His current research and 
teaching interests include hybrid creative 
practice, design thinking, exploratory 
and experimental design research 
methodologies, design culture, socio-cultural 
studies of design, designers and designing 
and disruptive design for public engagement.  

Freddie Yauner designs products and 
installations that aim to engage and 
inform. He is concerned with exploring 
the state of the world through designed 
objects.  He uses design as a tool to question 
assumptions and push boundaries, often 
using humor to increase accessibility to 
complex and challenging ideas.  Yauner 
gained a distinction in Design Products from 
the Royal College of Art, and is a lecturer 
and researcher at Northumbria University 
school of Design. His work spans from small 
products to public artworks, he is a world 
record holder and is the co-founder of a 
web based charity.  Yauner’s work has been 
included in the permanent collections at the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York and The 
Design Museum, London.

Paul A. Rodgers and
Freddie Yauner
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people, and tools that exist, are available, and are 
used by them.  Like the Italian groups, however, 
we wish, in the words of the design historian 
Thomas Hauffe, to ‘look with fresh eyes at the 
design process’ (1998: 10) and all that it can 
do to improve people’s lives. We want to explore, 
like Memphis, ‘the ordinary daily things and the 
particular characteristics of contemporary life’ 
(Hauffe, 1998: 154). 

In some ways we hope to close what seems to be a gap 
between contemporary design practice and academic 
research pursuits. Like the German designer Dieter 
Rams we wish to ‘generate a better quality of life 
within artificial [i.e. designed] environments’ (Rams 
et al, 1991:74). This is the main goal of “The Munich 
Design Charter” signed by such eminent twentieth 
century designers as Rams, Ettore Sottsass, Javier 
Mariscal, Andrea Branzi, Ezio Manzini, Alessandro 
Mendini, Uta Brandes, Mario Bellini, Stefano 
Marzano, and Michele De Lucchi amongst others on 
October 15, 1990. 

As one of the signatories to the “The Munich 
Design Charter”, Rams understands design’s 
responsibilities in all parts of contemporary life. 
The Munich Design Charter reminds us all that 
design must concern itself with ‘economy 
as well as ecology, with traffic and communication, 
with products and services, with technology 
and innovation, with culture and civilisation, with 
sociological, psychological, medical, physical, 
environmental, and political issues, and with all 
forms of social organization’ (Rams et al, 1991: 75). 
This serious message about the nature and scale 
of design’s reach outlined in the 1990 Munich 
Design Charter is the key driver behind 
the Disruptive Design Group’s current range 
of work. 

ThE FAILURE OF OLD FORMS OF KNOWLEDGE

The world we experience today is increasingly 
complex and interdependent. The problems 
of society we now encounter are not isolated to 
particular sectors or disciplines.  Collectively, we 
have all contributed, and continue to contribute, 

to a world that we no longer want. There are many 
stark figures to reinforce what can be seen as 
a three-fold ecological, social and spiritual crisis. 
We live as if we have more than one planet at our 
disposal, using the equivalent of 1.5 planets just 
to meet our current rate of consumption and 2.5 
billion people on our planet live in poverty, despite 
many successes in lifting people out of poverty, 
but this number has not changed much over the 
past few decades. Although men and women are 
fighting many wars around the world at present, 
three times more people kill themselves than kill 
others (Scharmer, 2011).

This multi-faceted crisis constitutes the most 
significant institutional and leadership failure 
of our time. This failure of relying on ‘old’, 
‘conventional’, and/or ‘historical’ ways of 
doing things has been articulated skillfully by 
several writers. They inform us that old forms of 
knowledge and methods of production will not 
address the significant challenges we now face 
(Scharmer, 2011; Norman, 2010; Marshall 
and Bleecker, 2010).  Scharmer for example, states 
that there are two fundamentally different 
sources of learning: firstly, learning from the past 
and secondly, learning from the future as 
it emerges (2011).  

Scharmer informs us that all major learning 
methodologies today reflect on the experiences 
of the past, which is certainly the case in design 
education, including those used by the likes of Ed 
Schein (Schein, 1993), and Chris Argyris (Argyris, 
1991; 1992) to name but a few from the learning 
methodologies field.  But sometimes the past is 
not very helpful in addressing our emerging global 
challenges. Sometimes the experiences 
of the past are themselves obstacles to coming 
up with new ideas. Scharmer believes that real 
innovators operate using the second type 
of learning; that is, they learn from the future 
as it emerges. Likewise, Marshall and Bleecker 
(2010) believe that emerging paradigms of creative 
practice require an “undisciplined” approach 
where a range of disciplines engages in a piled-up, 
knotted jumble of ideas and perspectives. 
In this culture of design practice, one cannot 

Design Disruption GroupWarning Disruptive Design can XXXXXX
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be wrong, nor can practice elders tell you how 
to do what you want to do.  This is a good thing 
because it means new knowledge is created all at 
once rather than incremental contributions made 
to a body of existing knowledge.

We are in an era of fluidity between disciplinary 
boundaries, where massive economic shifts are 
transforming the way public services are funded 
and historical patterns of employment have been 
obliterated, and where the digital has transformed 
the manner in which we design, produce, 
distribute, and consume goods, which together 
herald new opportunities for designers to enact 
alternative, positive systems.  The world needs 
novel approaches to contemporary society’s issues 
and a “disruptive design” approach, as implied 
in Christensen and Overdorf’s (2000) and Verganti’s 
(2008) papers, may well be the answer. 

DESIGN DISRUPTION PROjECTS

The role of the Design Disruption Group is
to be an active conduit between policy makers, 
regulatory bodies, regional controlling groups 
and manufacturers and local people, citizens, 
and excluded groups whose voice is perhaps 
commonly overlooked (Figure 1).  We view our 
role as creative interventionists – designing 
interventions that provoke discussions between 
local policy makers and citizens. We do this 
through the creation of designed products, 

services, systems and environments that stimulate 
debate and provoke positive change for the people, 
with the people and by the people.  To date, 
we have undertaken a number of projects and 
workshops with public, private and third sector 
organisations (Figure 2).

DESIGN A FORTUNE, NEWCASTLE UPON TyNE, 2011

Design a Fortune aimed to disrupt for good. 
We worked with our client Jason, the manager 
of the Chinese restaurant Mango in Newcastle 
upon Tyne, to create an intervention that could 
improve four aspects of his business that he 
identified as in need of help. After spending some 
time observing the restaurant, we thought that 
the best way to address the customers was through 
fortune cookies, as they are already part of the 
ritual of dining at Mango (Figure 3). A person 
opening a fortune cookie is willing to dedicate 
three to four seconds of his or her attention to 
the message contained; as designers, we felt 
compelled to take advantage of this moment of 
communication and contemplation. We introduced 
messages such as “A positive contribution made on 
www.tripadvisor.com will reflect the positivity of 
your soul” and “The British are great adventurers 
in the face of difficult choices. Build on our proud 
heritage and try our homemade dessert number 30 
on the dim sum menu”.

Figure 1. Disruptive Design 
Interventions in Newcastle

Figure 2. The Design Disruption 
Group Website (showing a seletion of 
completed projects)

Design Disruption GroupWarning Disruptive Design can XXXXXX
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Figure 3. 
Design a Fortune, InterventionANGELS OF ThE NORTh, GATEShEAD, 2011

The project Angels of the North originated from 
a colleague’s comment that Anthony Gormley’s 
Angel of the North statue didn’t look like an angel. 
At around the same time the sculpture was being 
built, lots of people would ask Gormley why he 
created an angel and he would respond saying 
‘because we don’t know what an angel looks 
like so we have to keep imagining’. We saw this as 
the perfect opportunity for an intervention, and  so 
created nine different interpretations of angels and 
placed them around Gormley’s sculpture. Each one 
was inspired by a quote attributed to Michelangelo: 
‘I stare at the Marble until I see the angel and then 
I carve it to set it free’. We re-appropriated this 
quote to be that of a fictional artist called Michael 
Angelo, and attached a mini questionnaire to 
each angel that invited viewers and passers by to 
contemplate what their imagined angel might look 
like (Figure 4). Several responses were received 
from passers by and these ranged from statements 
like ‘fantastic idea, love to see more’ through to 
‘this is the first day of the rest of my life, Peace.’

Figure 4. Angels of the North, 
Intervention

Design Disruption GroupWarning Disruptive Design can XXXXXX
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PLAqUES FOR NORThERN hEROES, NEWCASTLE 
UPON TyNE, 2011 - ONGOING

Plaques for Northern Heroes involved the 
placement of twelve brass plaques around the city 
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne celebrating ordinary as 
well as extraordinary northern heroes, the famous 
and the infamous. The UK has a long and proud 
tradition of celebrating extraordinary people's 
lives, such as famous scientists, writers, painters 
and engineers, with statues and plaques on or 
nearby the places they once lived or worked.  
The selection process for schemes such as London’s 
blue plaques, run by English Heritage since 1986, 
is very lengthy and complex, and it takes about 
three years for each suggestion to reach the 
top of the shortlist. The Plaques for Northern 
Heroes  project was much quicker and focused on 
celebrating northern folk – with a mix of ordinary, 
extra ordinary and even mediocre people (Figure 
5).  Usually celebratory plaques are site specific. 
However, our plaques are simply specific to the city 
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne as a whole. The design 
process behind this project disrupted our normal 
ways of working, introducing the risk of police 
arrest, a fear that was felt and expressed within the 
group. The aim of the Plaques for Northern Heroes 
intervention was to generate conversation ‘by, for 
and with’ the people of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

ThE WORLD’S TALLEST SIGNPOST, NEWCASTLE 
UPON TyNE AND LONDON, 2012 - ONGOING

The World’s Tallest Signpost builds on previous 
work that explores the labyrinth of decisions 
facing Multiple Scelrosis (MS) patients from their 
diagnosis onwards, and examines the impact each 
of these decisions might have on their day-to-day 
lives. The World’s Tallest Signpost intervention 
reflects on the fact that due to the different 
experiences of MS, there is no right path in MS 
(Figure 6). The aim of The World’s Tallest Signpost 
is to broadcast the contributions of people affected 
by MS when asked to share the daily decisions they 
make due to the condition. The smallest 
of decisions made by someone with MS can have 
a dramatic affect on their lives and we hope that 
this intervention will open many people’s eyes 
to the uncertainties and decision-making processes 
someone with MS will have to go through 
on a daily basis. We are currently working on 
a web-based application of The World’s Tallest 
Signpost for Shift.ms (the social network for People 
with MS) and are also working towards realising 
versions of The World’s Tallest Signpost’ to be 
installed in cities across the UK. 

Figure 5. Plaques for Northern Heroes, 
Intervention

Figure 6. The World’s Tallest Signpost, 
Intervention

Design Disruption GroupWarning Disruptive Design can XXXXXX
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DISRUPTIVE DESIGN WORKShOPS FOR CARERS, 
GATEShEAD, 2011 - ONGOING

The Design Disruption Group has been running 
a series of workshops for third sector 
organisations.  The Disruptive Design Workshops 
(Figure 7) aim to break the cycle of entrenched 
opinions, strategies, mindsets, and ways-of-doing, 
that tend to remain unchallenged. The workshops 
encourage the development of richer, more varied 
solutions to everyday issues where the emphasis 
is to have fun (Bisson and Luckner, 1996), relax, 
and do things in ways that one wouldn’t normally 
do. In essence, it is an opportunity to experiment 
in a relaxed, stress-free environment with expert 
workshop facilitators.

WARNING: XXXXXX CAN SERIOUSLy DAMAGE yOUR 
hEALTh!, EDINBURGh, 2012

For the Designing Alternatives symposium, Design 
Disruption Group decided that rather than take 
an hour to talk about ideas and approaches that 
were still freshly formed or perhaps even forming, 
we would use the opportunity to develop our 
approach. We spoke briefly about the Group, 
moving swiftly to the theme of the city 
and ubiquitous warning signage. A short film was 
shown of a digital Warning Virus (Figure 8). 

The Warning Virus is a work the group had 
developed with the intention of disrupting their 
students at Northumbria University - who were 
increasingly become ‘CAD dunces’, using computer 
renderings as a replacement for any actual design.  
The Virus is activated when certain computer 
programs are operated, for instance reminding 
students that bad industrial design harms 
the planet when they open a 3D CAD package, 
or that using Photoshop to manipulate images has 
created a generation of people with a warped sense 
of their self image and body shape. The language 
of the project is borrowed from cigarette health 
warnings, and it was through this ubiquitous 
signage that we opened the project up to the 
attendants of the symposium.  Stickers in the 
form of the warnings with half written labels 
such as ‘Kills’ or ‘Warning’ were distributed and 
the attendees were asked to finish the warnings 
themselves, and go out into the city to create their 
own disruptions.

Design Disruption GroupWarning Disruptive Design can XXXXXX

Figure 7. Disruptive Design Workshops 
for Carers,  Intervention

Figure 8. Stills from Warning Virus 
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The challenge to the symposium attendants was 
how to use the potential power of such a sign when 
taken out of context and repositioned in the city. 
To further illustrate the difficulty of giving 
direction and public warnings, we shared these 
words from Deyan Sudjic and Ricky Burdett’s book 
The Endless City (2010): ‘Successful cities 
are the ones that allow people to be what they 
want; unsuccessful ones try to force them to be 
what others want them to be. A successful city 
has a public transport system that is easy to use; 
an unsuccessful city tries to ban cars.’
The disruptive interventions were photographed 
in-situ by Freddie emailed to the rest of the group, 
and shared at the end of the symposium. Above are 
a few of the examples of how people chose to use 
their signs, often transforming the health warning 
into a protest, or using humour to reflect on their 
own lives and livelihoods. 

DISRUPTIVE DESIGN COULD XXXXXX

This article has described a number of creative 
interventions undertaken over the past year and 
a half by the Design Disruption Group. The driving 
force behind the group’s work lies in the fact that 
‘existing’, ‘conventional’ and/or ‘old’ ways of 
working, doing things and knowledge have failed.  
Several authors, from many different perspectives, 
are now regularly articulating that the old forms 
of knowledge and methods of production will no 
longer address the significant emerging challenges 
(and opportunties) we now face (Scharmer, 2011; 
Norman, 2010; Marshall and Bleecker, 2010). Given 
the current situation, the Design Disruption Group 
proposes new ways of working – often ignoring 
conventional attitudes towards procedures and 
methods to follow, neglecting particular well-
developed approaches to problems, and avoiding 
regulations and legal policies that have remained 
in place for many years. The huge societal and 
other problems that we now face in this world will 
not be resolved using conventional means. 

Figure 9. 
Warning signs 
created during 
the Designing 
Alternatives 
symposium.

Design Disruption GroupWarning Disruptive Design can XXXXXX
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What does it mean to design alternatives today? What could 
contemporary radical design practices be? Prompted to think 
about these questions we would like to contribute by reflecting 
upon the possibilities that might open up for designers through 
critically-engaged practice that explores alternative values 
within and beyond the field.

To start out with this reflection, we will first elaborate on how 
the notion of critically-engaged practice has developed 
in our practice and how it is inspired by the concept of embodied 
criticality as theorised by Irit Rogoff.1  We will then draw on our 
current research project Designing Economic Cultures to consider 
how designers could engage with contemporary working and 
living conditions by designing according to value-systems that 
challenge behaviours and ways of thinking otherwise taken for 
granted today.

Since we began working together in 2005, toward the end of our 
BAs in design at the Free University of Bolzano (IT) , 
we have been interested in framing our design practice within 
a constellation of activist practices with which we felt 
an affinity in terms of their desire to contribute to a more just, 
heterogeneous and unalienated society. As such, we began 
to think of the designer as a potentially politically active 
subject, who can use the design tools, like formal and social 
communication skills, that s/he has acquired to generate 
projects that contribute to a society based on different values 
than those currently dominant in the global North/West.

Fuelled by this basic desire, we dived into a kind of design 
in which the practitioners bring their ‘designerly approach’ 
to specific issues of personal interest.  For us this meant  
immersing ourselves in complex and conflictual situations that 
are evolving in specific locations. This immersion has meant, 

1 For an elaboration of this concept, see for example: Irit Rogoff, “What Is a Theorist?”,  
http://www.kein.org/node/62; Irit Rogoff, “‘Smuggling’ - an Embodied Criticality,”eipcp 
webjournal, http://eipcp.net/dlfiles/rogoff-smuggling.

DESIGNERLy BECOMINGS 
-ALTERNATIVE VALUE 
PRACTICES WIThIN 
DESIGN

Brave New Alps

Collaborating since 2005 under the 
collective name Brave New Alps, Bianca 
Elzenbaumer and Fabio Franz investigate 
into the cultural value of design and its 
capacity to question our surrounding 
realities and to actively suggest alternatives. 
Brave New Alps’ practice is focused upon 
developing a careful and exact evaluation 
of the cultural conditions surrounding a 
given project. By inhabiting the specific 
time and place of a project, and gaining 
insight from a variety of different subject 
specialists, they develop an in-depth 
analysis of the given project’s social, 
political, physical and economic conditions. 
Their resulting design process aims at 
creating a situation or a product, which 
sets off a change in modes of thinking 
about, and operating within the identified 
conditions.

In 2010, they both graduated from a 2 year 
MA in Communication Art & Design at the 
Royal College of Art in London. Bianca is 
currently a Ph.D. candidate at the Design 
Department of Goldsmiths College in London.
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amongst other things, that we inhabit the chosen 
context for prolonged periods of time in order 
to explore unconsidered perspectives, make 
unexpected connections, and above all to gain 
a degree of agency in these situations. Only then 
do we feel that we can respond to the experiences 
and knowledges gathered using our ‘design tools’ 
and engage other people to reconsider the way 
they think about and act within the specific issues 
we are tackling.

LABORATORIO CAMPANO, 2010 - 2011

It is clear that designers promoting this form 
of practice can’t just be introduced as mere 
executors towards the end of a project in order 
to function as ‘visual experts’ – as conventionally 
happens in the design process.  There is a desire 
and need to be actively involved in a project from 
its very beginning in order to shape it in all its 
iterations, and we believe that designers don’t 
want to keep themselves distanced from the 
content of their work. An example of a project 
that we have developed along these lines was 
Laboratorio Campano, in 2010 – 2011, in which we 
explored issues arising from the illegal dumping 
of toxic waste around Naples. 2  

2 Brave New Alps, “Laboratorio Campano”, 
 http://www.laboratoriocampano.org/; ibid.

We wanted to explore and broadcast what 
is going on behind the well-known images of a city 
invaded by garbage, including how the trafficking 
and dumping of toxic waste fuels the organised 
crime economy, how this process relies on a corrupt 
political system, how it is essential for the economy 
of the industrialised Italian North, and how it lays 
at the basis of a huge cancer-related emergency 
in the South.

After having followed this issue for a number 
of years and conducted some preliminary research 
from our homes in Northern Italy, like reading 
book-length environmental and mafia reports, 
visiting legal waste dumping sites in our region 
and following several blogs of Naples-based 
activists, in 2010 we moved to Naples for a period 
of seven weeks in order to work and live there.  
This meant we were able to visit the legal 
and illegal dumping sites to get a concrete 
understanding of the problem, as well as speak 
to local activists, meet people directly affected 
by the situation, speak to experts and collaborate 
with activists who have working on the issue 
for many years.

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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The website and installation we produced from 
this inhabitation attempted to create a solid link 
between the variety of phenomena around toxic 
waste in Campania and the specific dumping 
sites, people and the landscapes in which they 
are occurring.  The dumping of waste has a very 
material, physical quality to it, which we attempted 
to uncover by working with maps, images and texts 
as well as by providing a form of tour guide that 
invited people to physically visit the major sites 
of this environmental disaster, which is as well 
a symptom of the social, economic and political 
conflicts going on in Italy. In this sense, the project 
aimed to be a tool that would enable and activate 
viewers, therefore just disseminating disembodied 
information, but by calling this into question.  

Therefore, when we exhibited the project 
as an installation, we also showed samples 
of toxic waste that we picked up in the fields 
and the riverbeds around Naples, ranging from 
dust from waste incineration or residues 
of smelting plants to shredded non-metallic car parts.

EMBODIED CRITICALITy / SITUATED KNOWLEDGES

Diving right into the midst of the issues we want 
to explore is an attempt to perform what  theorist 
Irit Rogoff describes as embodied criticality, what she 
describes as a “double occupation in which we are 
both fully armed with the knowledge of critique, 
able to analyse and unveil, while at the same 
time sharing and living out the very conditions 
we are able to see through.”3 Approaching design 
projects with the notion of embodied criticality 
means that these can never be based on unmovable 
assumptions.  By inhabiting the sites of the issues 
explored, the practitioners are not staying 
at a safe, disembodied, distance, but are calling 
their own role into question, and thus generate 
projects that respond in complex ways to the issues 
and the context treated. 

3 Rogoff, “What Is a Theorist?.” 

Figure 2. One of the many toxic 
lakes around Naples, which hide tons 
of illegally dumped waste

Figure 3. A site where illegally 
dumped waste gathers in a ruin 
currently occupied by immigrants

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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We believe that such an approach can generate 
what feminist theorist Donna Haraway refers 
to as situated knowledges, a form of knowledge 
that does not distance the knowing - or in our 
case designing - subject from everybody, 
but a knowledge, and therefore design outcome, 
that is situated, embodied and thus always 
complex and contradictory instead of objective, 
disembodied and simplistic.4  We term such 
design practices critically-engaged, and we propose 
that it is from such an approach that radical 
contemporary design practices might emerge.

However, as our experience of projects such 
as Laboratorio Campano demonstrated, this form 
of practice leads to discussions arising around the 
concept of agency: who has the right to speak and 
intervene in a certain context and on what terms? 
Although we might engage with problematic 
issues that we feel strongly about, eager to find 
out more about the complexities of life, society and 
the environment, we are seldom the people with 
most agency to speak about and intervene in those 
contexts. These discussions and reflections around 
agency has prompted us to open a second strand 
of projects in our practice, in which we attempt 
to reflect and critically intervene in the contexts 
weare embedded in on an everyday basis, but whose 

4 Donna Jeanne Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science 
Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective,” in 
Simians, Cyborgs, and Women : The Reinvention of Nature (New York: 
Routledge, 1991).

problematic aspects are often almost invisible 
to us and others as we are used to take these 
aspects as the norm to which everyone conforms. 
Therefore, by attempting to problematise the 
contexts we are part of as designers, we are 
formulating and fabricating contexts for action 
in our everyday, contexts in which we want to 
locate our position and support change.

DEPARTMENT 21, 2010

Such an attempt to intervene in a context much 
closer to home led to the creation of Department 
21, a student-led, self-organised interdisciplinary 
department set up with a group of fellow students 
at the Royal College of Art during our second year 
of MA studies in Communication Art and Design 
in 2009/2010.  Department 21 was an attempt to 
reflect on how we are made creative subjects and 
how education aims at making people ‘industry-
ready’. Predominantly however it was an attempt 
to intervene in the processes that form us as 
designers through setting up self-organised, 
bottom-up learning activities relevant to some 
of the things we students want to be ready for: for 
instance collaboration, interdisciplinarity, and new 
forms of design process.

Figure 4. Samples of toxic waste 
collected and exhibited at the 
Laboratorio Campano installation in 
Naples

Figure 5. The spatial layout of 
Department 21 as proposed to the 

College in negotiations

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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Department 21 was set up after a lengthy negotiation 
with the College, who eventually allowed us 
to take over an empty 250m² vacant space inside 
the campus, that had previously housed the RCA’s 
painting studios.5  Together with a group 
of students from various departments we removed 
all the walls that divided up the space and tried 
to put in place an educational model different from 
the one we were embedded in. Our experiment 
of student-led education lasted seven weeks, but 
since then Department 21 has continued to exist 
in various shapes and spaces, and its participants 
remain eager to engage with their educational 
context and committed to the attempt to implement 
an educational environment closer to their own 
values, ambitions and imaginations.6

5  In December 2009, the Painting Department at the RCA moved to its 
new premises in Battersea.
6  For a more detailed account of Department 21 see: “Department 
21,”  http://www.department21.net/; Bianca Elzenbaumer, Fabio 
Franz, and Polly Hunter, eds., Department 21 (London: Royal College 
of Art,2010).

Figure 6. Activities of Department 21 
in its first space

Figure 7. Department 21 during the 
2010 RCA Show with workshops and 
roundtable discussions

Figure 8. One of the many instances 
of Department 21 in 2010/2011

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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DESIGNING ECONOMIC CULTURES, 2011 - PRESENT

Ever since we became interested in developing 
such a complex design practice, we have also 
become interested in what support structures can 
help to sustain critically-engaged practitioners, 
preventing them from giving in to the market 
and falling back to more commercial approaches 
to make a living.  At first this interest was focused 
on how to keep our own design practice afloat, 
but in 2011 this developed into the research project 
Designing Economic Cultures, which aims to tackle 
this question of support on a collective level.

We believe that a major area to be explored 
by designers are the potentials inherent in value 
practices that differ from the individualistic profit-
driven activities that dominate in the capitalist 
economy we are embedded in.  Such practices 
could challenge individualisation, competition, 
tight self-management and other ways of doing 
proper to homo oeconomicus.  Designers feed and 
lubricate the mechanisms of the market with 
their work, but at the same time are affected 
by the unstable, insecure and precarious working 
conditions that those same mechanism produce.  
We thought that reconsidering how designers’ 
livelihoods could be co-produced in a way less tied 
to these profit-oriented mechanisms could 
be an interesting thing to do for critically-engaged 
practitioners.

Through asking how capital structures the way we 
all work and therefore shapes our social relations 
and environment, it is possible to explore how 
designers can begin to design and to support 
attempts at creating economic cultures less 
dictated by capitalistic social relation, cultures that 
explore collectivity, care and practices of self-
organisation that free-up time. We are interested 
in asking what an attempt to bring alternative 
value-practices into design could mean: how could 
it influence the content and the scope of design 
work, how could it re-shape the self-perception 
of designers, their ways of acting and their social 
relations within and beyond the discipline?

To explore the complexity of these questions and 
the potential designerly beings connected to them, 
we have proceeded with four interlocking areas 
of research activity:

• engaging in theoretical research that focuses 
on understanding the functioning of capital 
and alternatives, such as those forwarded 
in the writings around the common(s)

•  conducting interviews with practitioners who are 
seeking interesting ways to sustain their practice

•  organising seminars and workshops that involve 
other designers in exploring these economic issues

•  establishing experimental support structures 
where we inhabit and live through this research 
in an attempt to bring together theory and practice.

The experimental support structures are probably 
the most exciting and challenging part of this 
research for us, as it is here that we intensely 
inhabit and work through the practical as well 
as theoretical issues explored.  These experimental 
structures force us to constantly re-evaluate our 
ways of doing and being, inevitably affecting 
the way we perceive ourselves as designers 
and the way we pursue our practice.

One of these support structures is the Construction 
site for non-affirmative practice, a collectivized 
residency set up in Autumn 2011 in Milan, 
at the contemporary art space Careof.  
This collective working and living space started 
as a desire to share both the material and social 
resources that we had been allocated for a 
two-month artist residency. We decided that we 
wanted to use these resources to support ten other 
recent design graduates also attempting 
to tackle social, environmental or political issues 
with their work. 

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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By collectivizing the residency we have achieved 
our desire to carve out a conjoined temporally 
and physically politicised space, in which we can 
collectively ask questions about what society we 
want to contribute to with our design practice, 
what our function is within the prevalent economic 
system and how we want to work, cooperate and 
live our lives. We hoped that setting up such 
a space would develop into something interesting, 
and indeed the explorations of the social imaginary 
in capitalism, of precariousness and precarity 
struggles, the experiments in collective writing 
and many other activities in the space have created 
an energy that has continued after the residency 
ended.  A ‘becoming collective’ has emerged, that 
wants to continue to ask questions together, while 
at the same time working on the micropolitics 
within the group, which means, for example, 
taking care of how we take decisions, how do we 
relate to each other or how we want to balance 
work and play. This way we don’t want to focus not 
only on what design could become, but also on how 
the social relations within and beyond the field 
could change.

Figure 11. 
Images of the 
week dedicated 
to explore 
precariousness 
and precarity 
struggles

Figure 9 and 10. The shared gallery space during the first 
week and the roundtable of the first seminar on the social 
imaginary in capitalism with Hervé Baron

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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What we have learned so far from Designing 
Economic Cultures in terms of designerly becomings 
and alternative value practices, is that ‘good 
will’ alone is not sufficient for creating support 
structures powerful enough to break through 
patterns of being and working that the hegemonic 
culture has prefigured.

In fact, to design alternative economic cultures, 
it is not just the material contexts that need 
to be changed.  Our ways of being and working 
are so deeply affected by how capital structures 
the co-production of our livelihoods that even 
in a situation of sharing and ‘good will’, our 
competitive and individualized behaviour, 
necessary in order to survive in a capitalist 
economy, keeps emerging and affects how we 
relate to each other, how we treat the resources 
at hand and how we design for the world.  For the 
creation of economic cultures, in which critically-
engaged practices could flourish, it is thus not 
enough to focus on the material conditions within 
which work is produced, but it is crucial to address 
how we work, the kind of social relations we build 
up and the way we conceive of ourselves as being 
in the world.

We believe that the exploration of value-
practices attempting to challenge competition, 
individualisation and (self-)exploitation, could 
contribute to the flourishing of radical design 
practices today, practices that can contribute 
to the creation of alternative, collective futures. 
 

Brave New AlpsDesignerling Becomings - Alternative Value Practices between Design
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Hidden in the lush, green, rolling – and rainy – hills of southern 
Cornwall is the four-acre haven of FIELDCLUB. Started in 2007 
as an off-grid living experiment, the improved grassland site has 
turned into a rich landscape that now features young woodland, 
a wildflower meadow, and permanent and annual gardens. 
In addition, it has become the home to a wide variety 
of creatures, including two humans, a large selection of birds 
and insects, as well as foxes, badgers, and various rodents. 

Self-sufficiency is often seen as a last resort solution to today’s 
ecological problems – if technology fails then we can always 
go back to the land. Using the four acres available to us at the 
FIELDCLUB site, we decided to test the notional boundaries 
of self-sufficiency to find out if it really stands up, both 
physically and conceptually, to its status as a ‘last resort’. 
We put into practice a design that if used throughout the UK 
would in theory allow the entire population to support itself 
for food, fuel and shelter with the current arable land resources 
available. The goal was to prove whether or not such a system 
would actually sustain two humans, and to chart the process 
of implementing and living it by indiscriminately marking both 
the successes and failures through artwork and research 
by the artist Paul Chaney and myself. This process has led us to 
contend with various questions surrounding the concept and the 
usefulness of designing such systems. Does failure automatically 
indicate the presence of ‘bad design’? If in designing for an 
uncertain future in which what is sustainable may be suddenly 
and radically altered, can we think and design in a way that 
embraces rather then fears that uncertainty?

In Victor Papanek’s book, Design for the Real World, one of the 
issues he calls for designers to deal with is the design of effective 
agricultural systems and tools (Papanek, 1984: 280 281). To ensure 
the effectiveness of these designs, he calls for the use of scientific 
modelling equipment to predict environmental interactions. 
In this context, a model is a “[…] ‘metaphysical framework’ 
whereby, in order to model the unpredictable, first of all you 
have to identify the different scenarios that may take place” 

A LOOK AT CONTINGENCy 
IN ThE FIELDCLUB 
EXPERIMENT

Kenna Hernley, FIELDCLUB

Paul Chaney and Kenna Hernly are the 
lead artist/director and co-founder of 
FIELDCLUB – a four-acre field where art 
is used as a catalyst and facilitator to 
investigate models of low-impact self-
sufficiency and off-grid living. Often 
involving other artists, scientists and 
philosophers, the project’s initiatives 
take the form of interdisciplinary artistic 
research and the organisation of seminars 
and events. FIELDCLUB recently presented 
its work at Tate St Ives, and the 
Serpentine Gallery’s ‘Garden Marathon’.
Over the last 12 years Paul has been 
involved in a number of artist-led 
projects and spaces in Cornwall. 
In 2009/10 he worked with Urbanomic 
(a small international arts organisation 
and publishing house) to deliver a program 
of art events and residencies in Cornwall 
and London. In 2000 he directed Bike Art 
2000, the UK’s first touring art exhibition 
transported entirely by bicycles.

Kenna has also produced and curated 
events and exhibitions for the arts 
organisation and publishing company, 
Urbanomic. She is currently Curator of 
Adult Learning Programmes at Tate St 
Ives. She studied History of Art at St. 
Mary’s College of Maryland, USA, and 
Contemporary Visual Art at University 
College Falmouth.
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(Ayache, 2011: 19). The problem with this is that 
in order to have a truly accurate model you have 
to be able to think of everything that may happen. 
Predicting all possibilities for agricultural systems 
is a notoriously difficult process. Just this year 
alone, the droughts in the American Midwest 
and Europe’s wet summer are wreaking havoc 
on world food supplies and prices.  The slaughtering 
of over 11 million chickens in Mexico this summer 
due to an outbreak of the H7N3 virus has led to 
a crisis-level shortage of eggs in a country that 
consumes more eggs per capita than anywhere else 
in the world (Grant, 2012). And perhaps the most 
relevant example is the sudden rise and spread of 
weeds resistant to glyphosate – a commonly used 
agricultural herbicide usually known as Roundup – 
that threaten crops grown by thousands of farmers 
in 27 US States (McGrath, 2012). 

Timothy Morton, author of The Ecological Thought 
and Ecology Without Nature, coins the term ‘dark 
ecology’ in order to change our relationship 
with the planet. “Dark ecology finds itself fully 
responsible for all life forms: like a detective in a 
noir movie, it discovers it’s complicit in the crime. 
[…] The irony of dark ecology is like being caught 
in your own shadow” (Morton, 2010: 222-223). The 
goal is to remove us from the position of ‘other’ 
in which reality becomes “[…] an evil thing ‘over 
yonder’” (ibid. p.217).

Throughout the course of human history, 
unpredictable events have shaped who we are 
and our relationship with the planet (Marr, 2012). 
These types of events are referred to in contemporary 
philosophy as contingencies. The contingent is put 
forward by Quentin Meillassoux in After Finitude: 

FIELDCLUBA Look at Contingency in the FIELDCLUB Experiment

Figure 1. Documentation - Burning Figure 2. Documentation - Rotovating to prepare ground for rye crop

Figure 3. Documentation - Planting pioneer tree species for windbreak Figure 4. Documentation - Transplanting trees grown from seed on-site
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An Essay on the Necessity of Contingency – a key text 
on the subject – as “[…] something that finally 
happens – something other, something which, 
in its irreducibility to all pre-registered 
possibilities, puts an end to the vanity of a game 
wherein everything, even the improbable, 
is predictable” (Meillassoux, 2008: 108).  Morton’s 
‘dark ecology’ grants us the opportunity to free 
ourselves from the status of ‘other’ and join in. 
This places us in a position of being complicit 
in the creation of what Donald Rumsfeld called, 
‘unknown unknowns’. Contingency is the hidden 
part of Morton’s dark ecology that violates “[…] 
the spontaneous human attitude, the ‘natural’ 
perspective from which the human subject can 
consider itself the central, necessary and founding 
fact of the universe in which it lives” (Mackay, 2011: 3).

Being placed in a position where we are complicit 
in contingent events radically changes our point 
of view in designing for the future. Modernism was 
marked by ideals of what the future would bring 
and how people would behave in relation 
to it, allowing for art and design that assumed its 
place in the world. As Robin Mackay points out 
in The Medium of Contingency, “[A] thinking 
of contingency can be understood as one of the 
tasks remaining if we are to have done with certain 
optimistic delusions of modernity. But to take this 
thinking as a positive task means to refuse simply 
being trapped in a (postmodern) state of mourning 
for lost certainties” (ibid. p.4).

MODELLING AND CONTINGENCy AT FIELDCLUB

When we started to plan our design for 
the FIELDCLUB site, the difficulties experienced 
led us to create a webtool to facilitates the process 
of designing self-sufficient agricultural systems. 
We found that much of the data that we needed 
to develop our design was not consolidated, 
and therefore difficult to use to make a coherent 
system. The webtool we built, known as the 
FieldMachine, allows anyone to visualise and quantify 
the amount of land needed for different systems of 
self-provision. The FieldMachine shows the user the 
amount of land needed to provide food, fuel, and 

shelter for one person according to the personal 
dietary and lifestyle choices they make.1 It generates 
a theoretical system that can then be shaped 
to a potential ‘real world’ site. The FieldMachine 
is adaptable: crop yields and nutritional values 
for anywhere in the world can be input into the 
database that powers it. While we are not designers, 
we, as artists, created the webtool as something 
that could be used on a practical level to generate 
plans for self-sufficient systems, to trigger thoughts 
and questions about contemporary land use and 
individual impact, and as a tool to begin to model 
alternative economic systems.

To us, the FieldMachine is interesting not only 
because of what it does, but because of how it does 
it. Anyone can use the FieldMachine to create a 
personalised system for self-provision – it embodies 
the increasingly popular democratisation of design 
often enabled by the Internet. 

The FieldMachine works by generating basic plans, 
or models, for self-sufficient systems in relation 
to two universal sets, land area and population, 
but does not attempt to predict the ultimate 
interactions with the ‘real world’. To create a 
unique system with the FieldMachine a user chooses 
a selection of crops and the quantities s/he needs 
to survive. The webtool indicates when the user 
has created a balanced diet, and a ‘Field Plan’ is 
generated showing a scaled model of the land area 
needed to grow the user’s selections, represented 
by coloured blocks. The FieldMachine also asks the 
user to choose a renewable fuel type for firewood 
and cooking, and a straw bale house size. It also 
allows for a small quantity of biodiesel to be grown 
on site if crops such as wheat and rye are selected. 
The values used in the database that powers the 
FieldMachine are based on average organic crop 
yields (mostly from the Organic Farm Management 
Handbook2); and nutritional values are provided 
by the United Nations Standing Committee on 
Nutrition “NutVal” spreadsheet (United Nations 
Standing Committee on Nutrition, 2012), and the 

1  For more information visit: http://fieldmachine.fieldclub.co.uk/
group/Demo
2  For further information see: Lampkin, 2011

FIELDCLUBA Look at Contingency in the FIELDCLUB Experiment
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United States Department of Agriculture’s National 
Nutrient Database (United States Department of 
Agriculture, 2012). The crux of the FieldMachine is 
that it addresses the problem of population. The 
‘Population Discriminator’ table calculates how 
many people could survive in a given country if 
everyone chose the same diet as the user. In this 
way, it offers what Nathan Shedroff refers to in 
Design is the Problem as a ‘systems perspective’ 
– “the sum total of everything affected by an 
activity” – since the system generated is always 
rendered in comparison to the universal reality of 
the total arable land area available, and the total 
current population (Shedroff, 2009: 4).  
In Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, Immanuel 
Kant dictates a categorical imperative for moral 
actions based on various maxims, including: “[a]
ct only according to that maxim by which you 
can at the same time will that it should become a 
universal law” (Kant, 1998: 422). The FieldMachine 
enacts this aspect of the categorical imperative 
by replicating an individual’s choices and 
applying them to the entire universal set. Here 
the FieldMachine is at its most powerful – it shows 
people the consequences of their choices on an 
individual level, and asks people to think about 

their relationship with others in a hypothetical 
scenario. If we apply Kant’s categorical imperative 
to the moral questions raised by using the 
FieldMachine, our moral ability to will the rules it 
sets to be a universal law is doubtful at best. From 
the question of overpopulation to the effect that 
the models generated by the FieldMachine would 
have on the landscape if actually implemented, 
we are forced to question the rules in use as a 
universal ‘good’. By attempting to apply a model 
to the FIELDCLUB site with the goal of thinking 
about self-sufficiency as an ecological imperative, 
then we suffer the effects of the model as an ideal 
– as an incomplete estimation of the ‘real world’ 
– that is inherently contingent and, in this case, 
dystopian. 

The story of the implementation of our design 
at FIELDCLUB is very much what Nassim Taleb 
refers to as a ‘backward narrative’: “It’s only 
afterwards, now that the event has occurred, that 
you can go back in time or in history and figure out 
the chain of reasons that will have led to it” (Taleb, 
2007 in Ayache, 2011). Like the ‘superweeds’ now 
plaguing American farmers, that resulted from 
the over use of glyphospate to grow weed-free 

FIELDCLUBA Look at Contingency in the FIELDCLUB Experiment

Figure 5. Paul 
Chaney, NPK 
Diagram II, 
2012. From a 
series showing 
plant nutrient 
sources in 
agriculture 
through the 
ages."
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genetically modified corn and soybeans, 
these backward narratives have always plagued 
human existence. The design of any possible 
‘solution’ is probably inherently flawed if it calls 
itself just that – a solution. If contingency 
is ‘menacing’ – a haunting force that is as likely 
to act as not that subdues and humiliates the 
human and our perspective on our control and 
our own importance – then humans will always 
be constantly fighting to add contingent forces 
to their list of probabilities before the next thing 
happens (Mackay, 2011: 3). This relationship 
is further complicated, as Morton’s ‘dark ecology’ 
points out, by our complicity in the situation. 
The creation of crops resistant to Roundup has led 
us into a situation that we may now find difficult 
to resolve without just using more chemicals 
and genetically modified crops. (Ironically, one 
of the suggestions is to use techniques of weed 
control from organic farming methodologies).

Our minds can only grasp real contingencies 
‘as event’ making them often frustratingly appear 
as if we should have seen such situations coming. 

The tiny contingent events that have occurred 
at FIELDCLUB over the years pale in comparison 
to the massive contingent problems faced by 
the world today. Our complicity in the contingent 
experiences at FIELDCLUB are commemorated 
and explored through Chaney’s works. Crapucopia 
presents resin casts of crops that failed due to bad 
weather, aphid infestations, or viral outbreaks. 
The Slug‘o’metric Devices were invented as the most 
efficient way to kill slugs and quantify the number 
killed at the same time. These works provide insight 
into the non-romantic relationship required by 
dark ecology, and the loaded irony  of human kind’s 
complicity in our own contingent situation. 

FIELDCLUBA Look at Contingency in the FIELDCLUB Experiment

Figure 6. Paul Chaney, Crapucopia, 
2009, resin and enamel paint
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As a separate project to the experiment in 
self-sufficiency at the FIELDCLUB site, we have 
designed and planted a forest garden in order to 
provide an alternative set of things to those laid 
out in the systems generated  by the FieldMachine. 
A forest garden consists predominantly of 
perennial plants, which are edible, medicinal, 
useful, or beneficial to wildlife. The idea is to mimic 
the biodiverse structure of a forest’s edge 
by planting in layers, from tall trees to shrubs 
to small ground-covering plants. Our forest garden 
offers us alternative sources of food, things like 
rope and soap, and various medicines. The plants 
can also supposedly handle a wide-range 
of weather conditions in order to allow for climate 
change. The idea is that the forest garden 
increases our options, increases the biodiversity 
of the site, and will decide its own future based 
on what survives and what doesn’t. 
From year to year, it changes dramatically 
and the layers and the quantity of plants allow 
it to be flexible and, as Papanek calls for, adaptable: 
if something dies than something else will thrive. 
The contingency is inherent in the system, but 
we may still lose out on a valuable source or food 
or medicine. 

***

Quentin Meillassoux puts forward the idea 
of contingency as an absolute principle 
of rationality: every event, every thing, and every 
law is contingent. There is no reason for anything 
to be as it is, and nothing can intervene between 
a being or law and its absolute contingency. 
According to Meillassoux, we cannot deal with 
contingency in any way – politically, historically, 
or otherwise – and there is no use for it as the 
very idea of a ‘contingency plan’ is inherently 
contradictory (ibid. p. 2). But can we formulate, 
as Mackay calls for, a ‘thinking of contingency’ 
as a positive task for the future? This perhaps 
means embracing uncertainty and accepting the 
loss of the concept of ‘solution’. Can we design 
systems where each contingent event leads to 
an unexpected benefit? Or will the contingent 
events themselves continue to formulate our 
future in an endless cycle of ‘event’ and ‘solution’? 

FIELDCLUBA Look at Contingency in the FIELDCLUB Experiment

Slug'o'metric Devices I, II, and III, 2007-2009, Scissors, electric 
motors, brass, batteries, census counters, radio receiver/
transmitter, electronics 

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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The FIELDCLUB project has outlined the problem 
from two angles: we have created a model, 
and attempted to implement it. Our very basic 
modelling webtool situates the models generated 
in the context of two universal sets: land area 
and population. The implementation of one of 
these models has led to continually adapting and 
adjusting the model for the ‘real world’, and in 
some cases accepting failure. The project became 
not just a test of our own abilities, but a study in 
our own complicity in contingent events.  

In following Papanek’s advice about designing 
responsible and adaptable systems, designing 
democratically may also help us to create systems 
that make sense for an individual location by 
benefiting from local and individual knowledge. 
Whilst using the internet and computer models 
maybe a helpful way of envisaging something and 
analysing known effects, it is not possible to think 
of all the events that may affect the model in the 
‘real world’. If we cannot ‘use’ contingency because 
we will never be able to foresee everything, 
perhaps, all we can do is accept it “as a kind of 
ultimate consummation of the puncturing of 
human conceit”and examine the moments where 
we become most aware of contingency and our 
own complicity therein (ibid. p.3).
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“This social multiaccentuality of the ideological Sign is a 
crucial aspect, thanks to these intersecting of accents a Sign 
maintains its vitality and dynamism and the capacity for further 
development yet the very same process also makes it the Sign 
makes it a refracting and distorting medium. The ruling class 
strives to naturalise the Sign, to extinguish or drive inward the 
struggle to make the Sign uniaccentual. In fact each ideological 
Sign has two faces, like Janus. Any current curse word can 
become a word of praise, any current truth must inevitably 
sound to many people as the greatest lie. This inner dialectic 
quality of the Sign comes out fully in the open only in times of 
social crises or revolutionary changes.” (Voloshinov, 1986: 23)

This quote from Valentin Voloshinov’s Marxism and the Philosophy 
of Language (1986) forms the basis of my argument in this paper.  
We’re used to thinking about how we struggle over the meaning 
of things with words and we are also aware of how people use 
images and symbols to do the same.  I want to argue however 
that the role of social media in the situation of deep crisis that 
our societies are currently in is making this process come ‘out 
fully in the open’ (Voloshinov, 1986: 23) and in so doing 
is creating a much stronger sense of the role of Signs in social 
and political struggles.

We can start by looking at a few examples of how the ruling class 
attempts to ‘make the sign uniaccentual’ (Voloshinov, 1986: 23). 
In Figure1. we see the front pages of all the major British 
newspapers the morning after the 50,000 strong student march 
that protested the tripling of tuition fees for university courses 
in November 2010.  This demonstration saw a mass invasion 
of the Conservative Party headquarters at Millbank, near the 
Houses of Parliament.  While some students entered the building 
and unfurled banners from the roof, thousands more joined their 
protest outside. Although the protestors initially walked into an 
open building a little later a few of the windows in the foyer got 
smashed, and it is the picture of the hooded student protestor 
doing a flying kick into the window that was the image used 
across all the media’s front pages. A number of things can be said 
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about this. Firstly thirty years of Neo-Liberal policy 
has seen a huge concentration of Capital and no 
less so in the media. 

“The global media system is now dominated by a 
first tier of nine giant firms. The five largest are Time 
Warner(1997 sales: $24 billion), Disney ($22 billion), 
Bertelsmann ($15 billion), Viacom ($13 billion), and 
Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation ($11 billion). Besides 
needing global scope to compete, the rules of thumb for 
global media giants are twofold: First, get bigger so you 
dominate markets and your competition can’t buy you 
out. Firms like Disney and Time Warner have almost 
tripled in size this decade.” (McChesney, 2011)

It should be no surprise that in this situation the 
corporate media reflects more and more the values 
of the ruling class. The picture used works to 
reaffirm all the clichés of protest and protestors so 
beloved of the media and the establishment; that 
they are aggressive, irrational, violent, ‘brainless’ 
and ‘hijackers’ of a peaceful protest and therefore 
‘others’ unlike ‘us’.  Labeling the protestors in this 
way of course means the very real reasons for the 
protestors’ anger can be dismissed.

Another interesting aspect of bringing the 
crisis ‘fully out into the open’ is the collapse of 
legitimacy within the ruling classes, media and 
police forces. The concentration of wealth and 
power in the hands of the few has produced high 
levels of corruption in Western democracies 
(Randeep, 2011).  An example of this is the 
unravelling of corruption in the scandal that has 
engulfed the Murdoch media empire since the 
summer of 2011. Editors at the News of the World 
were found to have been guilty of illegally hacking 
mobile phones, not just of celebrities as initially 
thought, but more distastefully the family of a girl 
who had been murdered. 

I touched on the dialogical nature of social media 
in the introduction and around this huge story, as 
with all major world events, communication tools 
like Twitter have become forums where people 
respond to the establishment narrative of the 
event in visual and verbal ways.  Figures 2, 3 and 
4 are just some examples I collected from social 
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Fgure 1. Front pages of UK Newspapers November 11 2010. Political Scrapbook. 
(2010). Nine UK Papers use same protest image on front page. Available: http://
politicalscrapbook.net/2010/11/nus-protest-front-pages/. Last accessed Aug 2011.

Figure 2. The Conservative Parties Election Campaign Poster for 2010 featured a 
heavily retouched portrait of leader David Cameron this was the target of a series 
of parodies collected at: http://mydavidcameron.com/. (2010). Various. Available: 
http://mydavidcameron.com/. Last accessed Aug 2011.

Figure 3. A blogger’s response points 
out the undermining of democracy by 
Ruper Murdoch's media ownership. 
Rupert Murdoch, and warm and safe in 
the arms of the commentariat at the Oz ...,
Loonpond Blog, August 18 2011, 
[retrieved from http://loonpond.
blogspot.co.uk/2011/08/rupert-
murdoch-and-warm-and-safe-in.
html#.UwSKXkJ_uvI on 
19 February 2014] 

Figure 4. As the News of the World 
was shut down, News International 
registered the name, The Sun on 
Sunday making many suspicious 
that Murdoch planned to reopen the 
paper under the new name,
@heardinlondon, twitter, [retrieved 
from http://twitpic.com/8on1rr on 
last accessed 19 February 2014]
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media as the Murdochs were brought before a 
government committee to justify their actions. 
In a sense the connectedness of social media 
communication makes explicit Bakhtin’s (1981) 
notion that all communication is dialogical – that 
is, there is an ongoing stream of communication in 
which all our utterances are shaped by all previous 
utterances and will shape future ones.

This destabilising of the establishment’s framing 
of social conflict can also be seen in the social 
media response to the riots that hit the UK in the 
summer of 2011. All riots are both complex and 
political even if the participants are not expressly 
making political points. One feature of these riots 
was the wholesale looting of sportswear outlets 
like JD Sports. There can be no question, I feel, that 
this was an understandable response from youths 
in deprived areas who are largely the customers 
of these shops (sportswear being the uniform 
of inner city youth in UK cities).  The advertising 
and corporate cultures that have stoked the desire 
for these commodities are themselves a form 
of containment in that they limit the imagination 

to dreams of consumption. Take Figures 5 and 6. 
In figure 5 Nike churns out yet another advert 
that plays of the signifying power of ‘revolution’ - 
although this is a contained act as it is based on a 
revolution purely of ‘you as an individual. Figure 
6 is a photograph I took of a billboard in the same 
Manchester high street the rioting occurred. 
The depiction of young consumer can be read in 
two ways; either as JD sports intended, content, 
surrounded by his shopping bounty or as they 
wouldn’t have intended - looking trapped behind 
the glass, almost drowning in his purchases. The 
position of the camera only adds to the goldfish 
bowl effect by giving the effect of his face being 
pressed against the glass.

The riots need to be understood within the context 
of the UK coalition government’s austerity drive 
which as well as education cuts, is also cutting 
back social programmes in the areas most affected 
by the riots. Again the anger directed at the 
Government finds its voice on Twitter in a battle 
of signs. The use of montage, facilitated by cheap 
computer software, is the political aesthetic 
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Figure 5. Billboard ad for Nike, photo taken by author in London 2010 Figure 6. Billboard ad for JD Sports, photo taken by author in Manchester 2011
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par excellence; once the province of artists 
and specialists it is now part of the everyday 
language everyone can speak with - a people’s 
‘multiaccentuality’ if you like. This active image-
based response was given a surrealist twist by sites 
like Photoshop Looter Figures 7 - 11 that used the 
power of crowdsourcing to produce images that 
range in their ‘accents’ across a broad range of anti-
establishment views. I think that this more explicit, 
live and conflictual aspect of protest that social 
media has made possible, which involves responding 
and launching media orientated counter attacks 
to an establishment that oversees a less and less 
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Figure 7.b London 2011, Photoshoplooter, 17 August 2011, [retrieved from 
http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/image/9035008707 on 19 February 2014].

Fugure 7. Image from tumblr site Photoshop Looter, which referenced the 
forthcoming London Olympics which took place in the same parts of East London 
as some of the riots.  Torch bearers, Photoshoplooter, 17 August 2011, [retrieved 
from http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/image/9034753579 on accessed 19 
February 2014].

Fugure 8. Yo Plebs, we is all in dis together ting, yeah? Mydavidcameron, 22 
January 2001, [retrieved from http://mydavidcameron.com/posters/plebs1 on 19 
February 2014].

Fugure 9. ‘David Cameron was on holiday abroad when the riots happened, 
hence the beach ball!.’ @heardinlondon, twitter, [retrieved from http://twitpic.
com/64ch29 on 19 February 2014].

Figure 8.b Response to the 2011 
London riots on twitter. [retrieved 
from http://anarchistmedia.files.
wordpress.com/2011/08/looting.png 
on 19 February 2014].

Figure 8.c @KazzJenkins, twitter, 
28 May 2013, [retrieved from 
https://twitter.com/KazzJenkins/
status/339330162988572673/photo/1 
on19 February 2014].
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democratic capitalist system, is something that will 
continue to grow in the near future. A final example 
from the summer of 2012 of both the corporate 
attempt to recuperate real world struggles (make 
uniaccentual) and the détourned response that 
pulls apart this recuperation to open it up again 
to questioning (make mutilaccentual) is the Go 
Forth (Figure 12) ad campaign for Levi’s.  Designed 
by Wieden + Kennedy Portland, the campaign 
features people confronting the police in some 
kind of urban revolt.  A male voiceover implores us 
to make our world our own: “this is your life” he 
says, “don’t let it be clubbed into dank submission” 
(Levis, 2011).  This ‘live without dead time’ Charles 
Bukowski beat talk echoes directly 60’s radicals like 
the Situationists.  

Released just as the riots started in the UK1, it was 
pulled in this country but was still used in the 
rest of the world.  As John Berger said in Ways of 
Seeing nearly forty years ago, adverts must make 
products seem “exotic enough to be arresting, 
but not close enough to us to offer a threat” 

(Berger, 2011). Advertising is always walking 
this tightrope of using the excitement of real 
word events but always in a way that attempts 
to constrain and capture that excitement into a 
purchase.  This is another form of uniaccentuality, 
of closing down possibilities rather than opening 
them up. However in a highly connected world 
and with network technologies that allow us to 
answer back, this attempt at constraint through 
commodification becomes harder and harder and 
so the inevitable response came a short while 
after. Go Forth and Revolt (2011) is the détourned 
version, which used the simple device of providing 
an activist voiceover to answer back, while titles 
over the images ending by imploring us to ‘Go 
Forth, And Destroy Capitalism’.This viral quality 
of images within social media networks - what 
magazines like Adbusters would call ‘Memes’ - are 
also I think reflected in Volosinov’s idea of the 
“Ideologeme”.  These are ideas that within inner 

1 Along with the tripling of tuition fees the UK Coalition Government’s 
policies have cut the grant (EMA) that the poorest children used to be 
able to go to college and many of the riot torn areas have seen huge cuts 
to youth services and suffer from high unemployment. (Various, 2011)
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Figure 10. The UK Prime Minister, David Cameron gets an unannounced visit 
from the rioters. Downing Loot, Photoshoplooter, 11 August 2011, [retrieved from 
http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/image/8775106609 on 
19 February 2014].

Figure 11. Image from tumblr site Photoshop Looter, rioters ‘perform’ for 
X-Factors judges. http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/. (2011). Various. Available: 
http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/. Last accessed Aug 2011.

Figure11b. Image from tumblr site Photoshop Looter, a strangely utopian 
image from the wreckage of the riots. http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/. 
(2011). Various. Available: http://photoshoplooter.tumblr.com/. Last accessed 
Aug 2011.
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speech (our internal dialogue) can develop as 
half-formed expressions which remain private 
and are incompletely formulated or grasped 
precisely because they cannot find answering 
echoes in speech with others.  As such, they remain 
locked up as irritants unless, or until, they can 
achieve open recognition and affirmation through 
being shared, developed and enriched by mutual 
discussion. I think this is what social media is 
allowing social movements to do, to find each 
other and affirm each others views, and when this 
happens the utterance goes ‘viral’.  If social media’s 
potential for ‘viral’ dissemination can be combined 
with a live social movement it becomes incredibly 
powerful.  This is what happened with Adbusters 
poster image produced for the call to Occupy Wall 
Street where a ballerina gracefully poses on the 
Bull statue outside the New York Stock Exchange, 
a beautiful metaphor for the protest to come that 
did indeed bring the struggle out fully in the open. 

As Bakhtin (1981, 276) puts it, 
“No living word relates to its object in a singular way: 
between the word and its object, between the word and 
the speaking subject, there exists an elastic environment 
of other, alien words about the same object, the same 
theme, and this is an environment that it is often 
difficult to penetrate…  The word, directed toward its 
object, enters a dialogically agitated and tension-filled 
environment of alien words, value judgements and 
accents, weaves in and out of complex interrelationships, 
merges with some, recoils from others, intersects with 
yet a third group…  The living utterance, having taken 
meaning and shape at a particular historical moment 
in a socially specific environment, cannot fail to brush 
up against thousands of living dialogic threads, woven 
by socio-ideological consciousness around the given 
object of an utterance; it cannot fail to become an active 
participant in social dialogue.”
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Figure 12. Video Still from detourned Levis Ad Go Forth. GoForthAndRevolt. 
(2011). Go Forth And Revolt. Available: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=UVc8auO1vuA. Last accessed Aug 2011.
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